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Current caching methods for improving the performance
of big-data jobs assume high (e.g., full bi-section)
bandwidth; however many enterprise data centers and
co-location facilities have large network imbalances due
to over-subscription and incremental networking upgrades.
We describe D3N, a multi-layer cooperative caching
architecture that mitigates network imbalances by caching
data on the access side of each layer of a hierarchical
network topology, adaptively adjusting cache sizes of each
layer based on observed workload patterns and network
congestion. We have added (and submitted upstream)
a 2-layer D3N cache to the Ceph RADOS Gateway;
read bandwidth achieves the 5GB/s speed of our SSDs,
and we show that it substantially improves big-data job
performance while reducing network traffic.

vs. dual 40 Gbit/s NICs) In this environment the cost, complexity, and even physical volume of cabling required for
full bisection bandwidth (i.e. 1 rack uplink per server NIC)
puts it out of reach of all but the most extreme applications.
This oversubscription is compounded by connectivity
restrictions due to organic growth: in many organizations
and co-location facilities, clusters are deployed one by one
over time, with individual and separate sources of funding.
Shared facilities (e.g. datacenter-wide networking) cannot
be upgraded each time a new increment of equipment
is deployed; at best they are upgraded at regular intervals,
and are thus on average a year or two out of date; at worst
these facilities languish for much longer. As an example,
the authors recently deployed (in a shared institutional
datacenter) a rack of servers with 100 Gbit NICs; however
only two 40 Gbit uplinks were available to the rest of the
I. I NTRODUCTION
network, for an over-subscription of as much as 50:1.
To address these network limitations we present a
In today’s world, data is king [29]; organizations’
multi-layer
throughput-oriented “cooperative caching”
success or failure depends on the amount and variety of
architecture,
Datacenter-Data-Delivery Network (D3N).
data they collect and the speed of gleaning critical insights
D3N
uses
high-speed
storage (e.g. NVMe flash or
from it. As a result, many datacenters include low-cost,
DRAM)
to
cache
datasets
on the access side of links in a
centralized storage repositories, called data lakes, to store
hierarchical
network,
dynamically
allocating cache space
and share vast datasets. This data may then be analyzed by
across
layers
based
on
observed
workload
patterns and
big-data frameworks such as Hadoop [28] and Spark [50]),
link
speeds,
so
that
cache
capacity
is
preferentially
used
with data access accelerated by caching [4], [6], [15],
for
traffic
crossing
the
most
over-subscribed
links.
[35] to move frequently-used datasets into RAM or SSD.
A fundamental goal of D3N is to allow simplified
With data caching and analysis spread across a
integration
into existing data lakes [18], [47] to enable
large number of machines, the network connections
caching
to
be
transparently introduced into datacenters,
between these machines are a critical determinant of
to
support
efficient
caching of objects widely shared
performance. Data access may be significantly constrained
across
clusters
deployed
by different organizations, and
by over-subscribed network links both within and between
to
avoid
the
complexity
of
managing a separate caching
clusters— constraints due to both design decisions and
service
on
top
of
the
data
lake. Moreover, integration
the piecemeal process (which we term organic growth)
into
the
data
lake
(rather
than
a separate service) offers
by which compute and networking equipment is deployed
opportunities
for
continuous
enhancement
of functionality
in non-hyper-scale datacenters.
and performance as the data lake software evolves, e.g.,
In even the best-designed modern datacenters, rack
improved meta-data handling or simplifying consistency.
uplinks—i.e. the connections between top-of-rack switches
To facilitate integration into a data lake, D3N today
and the rest of the datacenter—are over-subscribed, with
makes
all policy decisions based purely on information
e.g. a ratio of 3:1 in Google’s Jupiter [44] interconnect.
local
to
cache servers and is designed to only rely on interThis is a natural consequence of today’s technology, where
faces
typically
available in data lakes. We have developed
servers and cost-effective switches often have interfaces of
an
implementation
in Ceph [47], an object-based storage
the same or nearly the same speed. (e.g. 100 Gbit/s uplinks
system [18] commonly used to implement data lakes. Using
high-speed SSD for caching, we modify the Ceph RADOS
978-1-7281-0858-2/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
gateway (RGW), which provides Ceph-backed Swift [8]
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and S3-compatible [5] interfaces, protocols supported by
most big data frameworks. D3N has required no changes to
the interfaces of any Ceph services, involves no additional
meta-data services (e.g, to locate cached blocks), and all
policies are implemented based purely on local information.
The most similar previous work is Alluxio [4], a
caching service that can be deployed above existing data
lakes and is accessed via a client library rather than
a network protocol. In addition to the fundamentally
different design goals, D3N differs from Alluxio in
borrowing heavily from the rich research in cooperative
caching [7], [17], [17], [19], [32], [49] systems which
explore how to create larger shared aggregate caches
using local caches; Alluxio policies for distribution and
cache replacement are dictated purely by the dataset user.
The main contributions of our work are:
1) We demonstrate that an effective cooperative cache can
be integrated into a production data lake in a practical
fashion without requiring changes to client or server
interfaces and without introducing additional meta-data
services. D3N (with static cache partitioning1 ) is
currently being productized and integrated into
upstream Ceph by an industry development team.
2) We demonstrate that an implementation can be highly
efficient. We show with micro-benchmarks that our
implementation introduced into the production Ceph
code base can support per-cache read speeds of 5 GB/s,
fully exploiting the SSDs and NICs in our system. We
also demonstrate with large scale datacenter traces that
D3N achieves significant performance improvements
for realistic workloads—up to a 3x reduction in
runtime vs. uncached when bandwidth-constrained.
3) We present and evaluate a novel adaptive cache
partitioning algorithm using observed throughput and
access patterns to optimize cache capacity division
between rack-local and cluster-wide data, showing gains
of up to 30% vs. fixed allocation in adapting to different
access patterns and in responding to network contention.

Fig. 1: A typical private datacenter. Servers installed
within racks are connected by a hierarchical, over-subscribed
data-center network. The layers correspond to ToR, cluster,
and datacenter-network-wide switches. Sets of racks and their
networking elements form compute clusters with the data lake
in a separate cluster.

bandwidth to be sized appropriately. In contrast, differing
upgrade schedules and split ownership typically prevent
inter-cluster networks from being upgraded at the same
time, resulting in significant bandwidth mismatches across
compute clusters.
In Figure 1 one of the clusters is a data lake, storing
datasets used for analysis by multiple compute clusters.
In an enterprise this may be akin to the classic data
warehouse; in a scientific environment, a repository for
shared data sets. Such data lakes are typically implemented
by object stores, such as Ceph [47] or AWS S3 [5],
which satisfy the key requirements of high capacity,
economical storage for unstructured, read-mostly data,
with fine-grained access control to provide varied level
of access to datasets owned by different entities.
We focus on data access for analysis by jobs (e.g.
big-data frameworks) running on analysis clusters;
comprised of single, partial, or multiple of the physical
clusters depicted in Figure 1. Analysis frameworks may
run directly on cluster servers, or on virtual machines [9]
or containers [45] allowing migration within or across
compute clusters. We specifically focus on workloads
which directly access data via connectors such as S3A [42]
for Hadoop, which provides HDFS-compatible access
II. M OTIVATION
to S3 and compatible object stores. In such cases local
In Figure 1 we see a simplified view of the datacenter storage is typically used for ephemeral data, with the data
topology motivating D3N: racks of servers (dark blue) lake for long term storage of inputs and outputs.
connected by top-of-rack (ToR) switches, an overA simple numerical model can be used to show the value
subscribed inter-rack network within clusters, and a further of D3N’s multi-level cache in such a bandwidth constrained
over-subscribed datacenter network between clusters and environments. With D3N, we would place a cache server in
an enterprise data lake. Clusters may be deployed at each rack, and share the SSD (1 TB in this case) between
different times, with different network technologies, and L1 cache dedicated to caching rack-local accesses and L2
may be owned or deployed by different entities: sub-units cache dedicated to caching remote accesses. The model is:
of a corporation, research groups in a university, or entire
1
companies in a co-location facility.
r = 1−m1 1−m1−m2 m2
+ rDL
Individual clusters are frequently installed or upgraded
rL1 +
rL2
(1)
in a single deployment, allowing ToR and inter-rack
m1 = MRC(FL1 ·C)
1 The

adaptive partitioning algorithm is still experimental research.

m2 = MRC((1 − FL1 )C · N)
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assume that objects are large and accessed in their entirety,
possibly across multiple clients, making throughput the
dominant performance metric.
D3N was designed to be a transparent extension of the
data lake, with design goals including:
• Scalability: Cache bandwidth and storage should
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scale naturally with the number of clients.
• Adaptability: Data placement, eviction, etc. should
Fig. 2: Miss ratio curves of Facebook & industry trace.
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These requirements shape the D3N architecture: a
Fig. 3: Modeled throughput of storage cluster for varied multi-level cooperative cache, where levels correspond to
numbers of caching nodes (N), ratio of L1 and L2 cache. 1 TB
wider domains of cooperation. Cache servers are deployed
cache per node, 40 Gbit cache / 20 Gbit for storage traffic
alongside clients on a per-rack basis, with a discovery
inter-rack / 10 Gbit to data lake.
service used by clients to locate their “nearest” cache;
where rL1 , rL2 , rDL are L1 hit, L2 hit and L2 miss band- as the number of racks accessing the cache increases, the
widths, FL1 is the fraction of cache devoted to L1 , C and number of cache servers naturally scales. The layer where
N are the capacity of a single cache and number of caches, data is cached adapts automatically to the access patterns
and MRC is the Miss Ratio Curve (MRC) for the workload. of the applications and the bandwidth available between
Figure 3 shows the storage throughput for a two cache servers. For simplicity and resiliency, as well as
level cache for 2, 4, and 8 cache nodes, as we vary the for integration in existing storage solutions, all caching
L1 fraction of the cache from 100% (fully-local) to a and routing decision are based on local information rather
minimum of N1 (due to unified caching). We set rL1 rL2 and than central coordination.
rDL assuming a datacenter with 40 Gbit ToR switches, 40
A. D3N Components and Organization
servers per rack and 100 Gbit uplinks, resulting in a 16:1
2
D3N has 3 components: cache servers, to which client
oversubscription The MRCs (Figure 2) are calculated from
Facebook and an industry partner traces (see Section V-A). requests are directed; a lookup service, used by clients
Our simple numeric model underestimates the value of to locate their “local” cache, and a heartbeat service to
the two-level cache in that it assumes that the bandwidth track the set of active caches. Cache servers act as proxies
between L2 caches is not contended, and that there is for the back-end, storing data locally for reuse. The
no locality in requests from the same rack or cluster. preferred storage media for these servers is high-speed
Even with these pessimistic assumptions we see that the SSD, providing a combination of high capacity and
multi-level approach offers better performance than either sufficient bandwidth to saturate network links; however
a pure L1 or pure L2 approach for 4 cache servers or other media (RAM, NVM) may be used. Clients access
more. The industry trace, with its 90% reuse rate at eight the lookup service (implemented as a DNS server) via
cache nodes shows a 40% improvement over a pure L1 IP anycast [1], and query it both periodically and upon
request timeout to handle events such as recovery of
cache and a 25% improvement over a pure L2 cache.
failed caches, client VM migration, or other events which
III. D3N A RCHITECTURE
might affect optimal client-to-cache pairing.
The heartbeat protocol is used by the lookup service
D3N is a caching architecture for large immutable
objects accessed from multiple client machines. It caches to find active caches, as well as by the cache servers
data on the access side of potential network bottlenecks, themselves to determine how data is to be distributed. (If
e.g. for data analytics over source data residing in a desired, the heartbeat protocol may be replaced by another
large remote object store with S3-like [5] semantics. We coordination service, such as Zookeeper [31].)
These components may be seen in Figure 4. Here D3N
2 We set r
L1 to 40 Gbit, rL2 to 20 Gbit and rDL to 10 Gbit/s; with
is deployed across a set of racks (or cluster), caching data
a 16:1 oversubscription it seems optimistic to assume 20 Gbit of the
100 Gbit uplink is available for storage traffic, and 10 Gbit/s is roughly from a remote data lake. We assume that the resources
the bandwidth we have seen from our 90 spindle Ceph cluster.
within these racks may be optimized for their tasks,
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Fig. 4: D3N architecture. Cache services (light purple) serve requests from nearby servers (blue); data blocks are distributed
across pools of caches via consistent hashing. Lookup servers (black) identify L1 caches to clients.

incorporating sufficient caching and network resources
to support the expected demand from the client machines
in the cluster. Conversely, we assume that bandwidth may
be limited between this installation and the data lake, or
that the data lake itself may have intrinsic performance
limits (due to e.g. disk bandwidth), and that addressing
these limits may be outside the control of the parties
responsible for installing this cluster.
To scale caching resources with demand we deploy
one or more cache servers in each rack; we have found
one per rack of 1U servers to be adequate for Java-based
analytics workloads, but more may be needed for more
I/O-intensive applications. Each cache server acts as an
L1 cache for its local clients, caching requested data,
while successive cache layers are formed by aggregating
resources across multiple caches. This aggregation requires
additional hops across the intra-cluster network to resolve
local L1 misses; however the result is a reduction in load
on the external network and data lake.
Since the target applications often split large objects
into sub-ranges across multiple clients (e.g. mappers),
we cache objects in relatively small chunks, 4 MiB in
our implementation. Each chunk has a “home location”
within the L2 cache, and L1 misses are forwarded to the
chunk home location. Only in the event of a miss at the
home location is a request forwarded to the data lake, the
results of which are cached at both the home (i.e. L2 ) and
client-serving (L1 ) locations. The L1 and L2 caches are
unified: L1 requests for a chunk received at that chunk’s
home location result in a single cached copy of the data.
As seen in Figure 4, a further level of aggregation
may be used to create an L3 cache, and it is possible
(although unlikely to be practical) to extend this to higher
layers. We focus on L1 and L2 in this work, and leave the
details of extension to L3 to future work. With a 2-level
cache the home location of a chunk is determined via
consistent hashing [34]; a reasonable approach when all
cache servers are within a single cluster.
Cache replacement is non-trivial in a multi-layer cache

where layers compete for the same pool of resources. D3N
dynamically adapts the fraction of cache devoted to L1 vs.
L2 at each D3N server, with a per-layer eviction algorithm
(e.g. LRU) used within each pool; chunks shared between
L1 and L2 are purged when they have been evicted from
both. In particular, at each layer D3N tracks both miss
overhead and the Miss Ratio Curve (MRC), using (in our
implementation) a shadow LRU list for MRC tracking.
This information allows periodic adjustment of cache
allocation: the MRCs may be used to predict the change
in L1 and L2 hit rates if capacity is moved from L1 to
L2 or vice versa, and mean response times for L1 and
L2 misses used to estimate impact of such a change.
This approach adapts the size of L1 and L2 based on the
application working set and network bottlenecks.
On a Read Operation clients send requests to the
closest L1 service as identified by the lookup service. For
blocks which hit in this cache, data is returned directly.
For each block which misses, consistent hashing is used
to locate its home cache service in higher layer, and a
request is forwarded to that service.
For Write Operations D3N supports write-through,
write-back and write-around, which applications can
control on a per-object basis.
B. Edge Conditions and Failure Modes
Upload visibility: Objects in D3N are immutable and
should only be made visible to read operations once data is
fully uploaded. (For write-through this means writes have
been acknowledged by the storage back-end; for write-back
that they are written to their home cache location.) We defer
writing the object “header” (roughly an inode) to back-end
storage (for all modes) until after data writes complete, and
always read it from that location, ensuring read visibility
follows the same rules as in the unmodified system.
VM Migration: During a VM migration, D3N should
keep active TCP sessions connected between clients and the
previous L1 until the request has completed. For this reason,
we do not use anycast to address the L1 directly, but instead

decisions on local information has allowed us to integrate
D3N into RGW without changing any interfaces or clients.

Fig. 5: Deployment of Unmodified RGW and D3N Architecture
in the Datacenter. (a) Load balancing for scale-out RGW
deployment. (b) D3N deployment with two-level caching.

use anycast to get to the lookup service, that provides the IP
address of the L1 . When a VM is migrated it will continue
to communicate to the previous L1 until its use of the
DNS mapping has expired and it opens a new connection.
Failures:: When a cache server fails, the lookup
service will direct new requests to one of the remaining
servers. In-process requests will be retried by the client,
and thus directed to one of the remaining servers.
C. Limitations
Local cache management: Since caching decisions
are performed locally within the cache pools in each layer,
D3N can make globally suboptimal caching decisions. For
example, a few popular blocks can be replicated across
all the L1 caches flooding the capacity and preventing
caching of slightly less popular blocks.
Lack of fairness: Compute clusters participating in
D3N share resources such as rack space, storage, power,
and network bandwidth with D3N. Even though D3N
tries to provide a common good by eliminating network
bottlenecks, the individual benefits each cluster gets
from D3N may be different and disproportionate to the
resources they provide.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION WITHIN C EPH
Our prototype implements two levels of cache and
consists of modifications to the Ceph RADOS Gateway [47]
(RGW), allowing use by any framework which supports
the S3 or Swift object interfaces (e.g. Hadoop, Spark,
Storm, and Flink). The implementation added or modified
2,500 lines of code, or about 3% of the 68,000-line RGW
code base. It implements a L1 and L2 cache, storing cached
data in 4 MB blocks as individual files on an SSD-backed
file system. The decision to base all caching and routing

A. Ceph RGW background
Ceph is a replicated, mutable object store, accessible via
the RADOS protocol, and a suite of services implemented
on top. The RADOS gateway (RGW) is one such service,
providing S3/Swift compatible object storage interfaces,
using multiple RADOS objects—much like a file system
uses disk blocks—to store a single RGW object and its
header. RGW is highly scalable, since it is in effect a
stateless translator from S3/Swift to RADOS requests,
and due to its S3-compatible interface it may be accessed
directly by most big-data applications.
A typical Ceph/RGW deployment is shown in
Figure 5(a). Client requests (e.g. using the S3A HDFScompatible connector) are load-balanced across multiple
RGW instances. Each S3/Swift object is divided into
fixed-sized blocks (4 MB by default) which are stored
as individual RADOS objects; in the typical configuration
each block is replicated on three independent hosts, chosen
by the CRUSH algorithm [48]. RGW has a window of 4
outstanding requests per connection, limiting single-stream
throughput to no more than four times that of a single
device (e.g. disk, in capacity-optimized deployments),
but with sufficient connections will spread load across
all devices in the cluster.
B. D-RGW: our D3N prototype
Our prototype, D-RGW, implements two levels of cache
within RGW (see Figure 5(b)). All client requests are
routed to a rack-local D-RGW L1 cache, where each block
in a request is identified by its object ID and offset, and
stored as a file on a local file system backed by striped
SSDs. Cache hits are read from files; misses are redirected
to another D-RGW for L2 lookup via S3/Swift range
requests. The L1 and L2 caches are unified: one copy of a
block is stored, although layer membership is tracked for
eviction purposes. Several alternatives for local file I/O
were evaluated—memory mapping, GNU POSIX aio, and
native kernel asynchronous I/O (libaio)—and POSIX aio
was used due to its performance in our tested configuration.
Native file system I/O was fast enough to saturate our
40 Gbit network; thus SPDK [46] etc. were not considered.
Reads: Clients direct read operations to their rack-local
D-RGW, which divides each request into (typically 4 MB)
blocks. As described in the previous section, each block
in local cache is returned immediately; other blocks are requested from their “home location” computed via consistent
hashing [34]. The request is forwarded via a range request,
or if the “home location” is local (i.e. a L2 miss) a block
request is sent to Ceph. As responses are received (from L2
or Ceph) data is written to cache and returned to the client
in parallel. All steps are asynchronous except for the client
HTTP response, where blocks must be ordered sequentially.

Writes: Since RGW objects are immutable, and cannot Algorithm 1 Re-use distance measurement
1: b: requested block
be modified or appended to once created, write handling is
`: layer (1 or 2)
greatly simplified. Upon receiving a write object request, 2:
3: St : total cache size (in blocks)
4: SL` : shadow LRU list (length St )
RGW (and thus D-RGW) generates an object ID and
5: HC` : re-use distance histogram
−s = (s , s ): cache distribution, s + s = S
divides the object into blocks.
6: →
t
1 2
1
2
Write-around mode is identical to unmodified RGW:
. Measure re-use distance for access to block b, layer `
blocks are written asynchronously to the Ceph back-end, 7: procedure M EASURE(b, `)
8:
if b ∈ SL` then
and an additional header write updates the mapping from
9:
find i s.t. SL` (i) = b
. LRU position
RGW object to blocks stored as RADOS objects; no 10:
HC` (i)++
reorder SL` LRU due to access to b
blocks are cached. Write-through caches data at the points 11:
it would be cached by reading: L1 writes blocks locally,
to the Ceph back-end, and to their L2 home location.
3
The header is updated when all writes to the back-end slow. Instead we search a fairly wide range of possible
complete, and the write is then acknowledged to the allocations (±q, where q called adaptation limit, which
client. Write-back caches blocks in L2 (last layer), and has been set empirically to 0.05St in our prototype) and
as soon as all data blocks are cached in L2 , updated select the best from this range.
More specifically, Algorithm 2 shows how starting at
header is written to the Ceph back-end and the write
−s = (s , s ), we find a new assignment →
−s 0
an
allocation →
1 2
is acknowledged to the client. Dirty blocks in cache are
→
−
flushed periodically, or under certain circumstances such with a predicted miss rate m = (m1 , m2 ) which minimizes
as eviction of a block or a user flush command. In both expected latency m1 L1 + m2 L2 . We first (lines 6, 7)
write-through and write-back, failure during write may calculate the miss ratio curve MR` for each layer, allowing
result in blocks prior to the point of failure being cached; us to predict the miss rate at that layer for varying cache
however, since header has not been committed, these stale sizes. We then search a range of possible cache allocations
→
−s 0 , centered at →
−s , selecting the allocation →
−s 0 which
blocks will be inaccessible and eventually evicted.
minimizes the expected request latency. After adapting the
−s 0 6= →
−s ), we scale the distance histogram
cache sizes (if →
HC` so that it represents a moving average4 of re-use
C. Dynamic Cache Size Management
distance frequency, balancing accuracy (from accumulating
D3N dynamically partitions the cache space into layers data over multiple periods) with rapid adaptation (due
to minimize mean request latency. If L1 is too small, its to the rapid decay constant).
miss rate will be high and there will be lots of remote
access to some L2 and if L1 is too large, L2 will be too Algorithm 2 Cache distribution adaptation
−s , HC : As in Algorithm 1
small and its miss rate will be large causing even longer
1: b, `, St , →
`
2:
MR
:
miss
rate (i.e. miss ratio curve)
`
latencies due to fetches to the data lake. Algorithms 1
3: L` : measured miss latency
and 2 depicts our algorithm where we based the predictions
4: q: adaptation limit (maximum assignment change in blocks)
5: i: cache server location
of miss rates as a function of layer size on observed access
−s
patterns and measured miss latencies in the near past.
. Calculate updated L1 L2 cache distribution →
new
6: procedure A DAPT
To approximate the miss rates, a shadow LRU cache SL, 7:
for ` in 1, 2 do
t
is maintained for both layers. Shadow caches have been
8:
MR` (i) = ∑Sk=i
HC` (k)
. Calculate miss ratio curve
9:
Cmin = inf
explored in other works [15], [33], [37]. Each shadow
snew = 0/
cache is of full size, St and only stores the keys but not 10:
−s 0 in (s − q, s + q) . . . (s + q, s − q) do
11:
for →
1
2
1
2
→
−
m = (MR1 (s1 ), MR2 (s2 )
. Predicted miss rate
the data. There is a hit counter, HCl , associated with each 12:
C = m1 L1 + m2 L2
. Expected latency
shadow cache. For an access to block b to some layer, 13:
14:
if C < Cmin then
Cmin = C
the associated shadow cache is accessed. If b is found 15:
snew = s0
in location i, then the hit counter for location HCl [i], is 16:
increased and the blocks rearranged to maintain the LRU
Memory Overhead and Algorithm Complexities:
ordering. If the layer has size s, then the sum of all HC[i]
The
overhead of the D3N adaptation algorithm includes
for i > s is the miss rate for that layer.
(1) memory used for the shadow LRU lists SL` and re-use
Periodically we use the re-use distance histogram and
→
−
3 We limit the space searched, and thus the absolute magnitude of
mean miss latency measurements L = (L1 , L2 ) to adapt
any
correction, in order to bound the eviction overhead after a large
the cache capacity allocation. We first considered a simple
change
in allocation.
additive increase/decrease mechanism; however due to
4 Since the incoming counts are not scaled, the expectation of HC
6
the wide range of possible allocations (St ≈ 10 in our is actually 2× the mean for a single collection period, a constant factor`
prototype) the response time of such an algorithm is very which does not affect the location of the optimal point.

TABLE I: Configurations of nodes in the cluster.
Storage Node
2x Intel E5-2650v2
128 GB
9x 3.6 TB HDDs
7200 RPM
10Gb/s

Cache Node
2x Intel E5-2699v3
128 GB
2x Intel P3600 1.6 TB
NVMe SSDs (RAID0)
2x40Gb/s

distance histograms HC` , (2) computation to track re-use
distance statistics (Algorithm 1) and (3) computation to
find an optimal capacity allocation (Algorithm 2).
The shadow LRU list must store St different block
identifiers each of which is an RGW object ID (up to
128 bytes) plus an offset (4 bytes), or 132 · St bytes each
for the L1 and L2 shadow lists; with a 4 TB cache and
a block size of 4 MB, this is a total of up to 264 MB for
the two layers. We use a skip list [38] to calculate LRU
position in O (logN) time, for an asymptotic complexity
−s 0 in Algorithm 2
of O (logN) for Algorithm 1. Locating →
searches 2 · q cases, where q = O (St ), for an asymptotic
complexity of O (St ), although this may be reduced by
using a more sophisticated minimization algorithm.
Extension to 3 layers and more: In this case
Algorithm 1 is unmodified, updating e.g. SL3 and HC3 in
the same way as for lower layers. The exhaustive search
in Algorithm 2, however, is clearly infeasible for 3 or
more layers, and must be replaced by a more efficient
minimization algorithm such as hill climbing [15], [16].
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Fig. 6: Re-use patterns for Industrial Partner and Facebook
traces:. Files are identified by time of first access (X axis), actual
access time is on Y axis; color intensity indicates access count.

files are accessed early and remain popular throughout
the trace while other files become hot for periods of time
at intermediate points in the trace; suggesting the value
of a dynamic caching mechanism.
B. Micro-Benchmarks

We craft and run a series of micro-benchmark on both
D3N and unmodified (Vanilla) RGW to measure the
imposed overhead and the maximum performance gains
achievable by D3N. We submit read and write requests6
to the Ceph data lake via D3N and the Vanilla RGW.
Figure 7 compares the D3N hit and miss throughput
performances with that of the Vanilla RGW. In these
experiments, for Vanilla RGW, the Ceph OSD buffer
V. E VALUATION
caches are flushed before each test run to ensure that data
Section V-A describes our experimental setup.
is fetched from the 90 OSD disks rather than the RAM
Section V-B and V-C evaluates our prototype using micro
of the OSD servers. For presenting D3N hit performance,
and macro benchmarks. Finally, at larger scale than our
the datasets are first prefetched into the L1 cache of
experimental infrastructure, Section V-D examines the
D3N before each run. The black dotted line (5.0 GB/s)
dynamic cache-size management capability of D3N and
represents the maximum read rate of the cache server
the runtime improvements it offers for real workloads.
SSDs as measured with “dd”; essentially the “speed of
light” for our experiments. It is also coincidentally the
A. Experimental Setup
Environment: Experiments are executed on a private throughput of the cache server’s 40GbE NIC.
As seen in Figure 7, our implementation is efficient
datacenter where racks interconnected in a partial-mesh
enough
to saturate the dual NVMe SSDs and the 40 Gbit
topology, with the equivalent of 4×40GbE inter-rack links
NIC;
meaning
almost 5× of improvement over Vanilla
on each top-of-rack switch and an average distance of
RGW.
Also,
misses
on D3N (which incurs the overhead
3 hops between racks. The storage cluster is comprised
of
storing
missed
data
to SSDs in both L1 and L2 ) has
of 10 storage nodes, running Ceph 10.2.2. Table I lists
∼26%
impact
on
the
read throughput. This overhead
the details of the nodes used in the experiments.
seems
easily
justified
if
it results in subsequent hits.
Compute and cache nodes are located on 2 racks; on
Figure
8
compares
D3N
write performance using writeeach rack we allocate 1 cache and 8 compute nodes
through
and
write-back
to
vanilla
RGW. Write-back mode
for our experiments. All systems (storage, compute, and
improves
the
write
throughput
3×.
Our implementation
cache nodes) run RHEL (Red Hat Enterprise Linux) 7.2,
is
efficient
enough
to
saturate
the
capacity
of the dual
with Linux kernel 3.10 and backported patches.
NVMe
SSDs.
Write-through,
which
blocks
until
the write
Workload Characterization; We use the 2010 publicly
has
completed
to
Ceph,
incures
additional
overhead
over
available Facebook trace [13] and a 2017 trace from
5
vanilla
RGW
of
traversing
multiple
D3N
caches
and
an industry partner. Figure 6a and Figure 6b are heat
writing
the
data
to
the
SSDs.
As
we
see
this
overhead
maps showing access counts to each file over time,
respectively for each trace, with files identified by their
6 Requests are submitted using curl, a high-performance HTTP
time of first access.Both figures show that a number of client, with eight nodes each issuing eight concurrent 4 GB read or
5 We

are working with our partner to make the trace publicly available.

write requests based on the experiment. The largest object that can be
uploaded in a single PUT is 5 GB in S3 API.

Aggregated Write
Throughput (GB/sec)

Aggregated Read
Throughput (GB/sec)
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Fig. 7: D3N hits improve Fig. 8: Write-back improves
the read throughput 5×, the throughput by ∼3× and
saturating the dual NVMe write-through incurs a small
SSDs and a 40 Gbit NIC. (∼10%) overhead.

is only around ∼10%. While the default policy right
now is write-around (given the experimental nature of
our changes), we expect users to use write-back for
intermediate data sets, where resilience is less critical,
and write-through in all other cases given the modest cost
and the significant value for subsequent hits.
To summarize, in our environment (with a very high
speed closely coupled data lake) D3N offers a 5× higher
throughput on L1 cache hits and 3× higher throughput on
writes with a write-back policy (saturating the SSDs on
cache servers in both cases) and incurs modest overhead
on cache misses (∼26%) and write through (∼10%).

Fig. 9: Facebook workload runtime, D3N vs. vanilla RGW,
full-bandwidth (80 Gbit) and throttled (12 Gbit) network to data
lake, full run and after 1/3-trace warmup. D3N improves runtime
by 25% with (unrealistically) high data lake bandwidth, and
by 4× with a more realistic network.

signed to each mapper with no locality, giving conservative
results vs. real workloads with non-zero locality.
Figure 9 displays the trace completion time with
and without D3N for the two network bandwidth
configurations. The experiment was divided into two
consecutive phases, warm-up and measurement. The
warm-up phase consisted of the first 33% of the total trace;
performance results are reported for the measurement
phase alone as well as for the full workload run time
(warm-up plus measurement). With an unrealistic 80 Gbit
of bandwidth to the storage pool, performance improved
by about 25%. With 6 Gbit from each cache server to the
backend (a conservative emulation of a shared 10 Gbit
C. Macro-benchmark
connection) the full workload and measurement-only
We use the Facebook trace described in Section V-A times improved by 2.4× and 3× respectively.
to create a macro-benchmark and measure the runtime
With only 75% re-use, we see that the cache is
impact of D3N for more realistic workloads. To be able to still highly effective, greatly increasing storage system
test the trace over a smaller-sized cluster, we scale down throughput and thus application performance. Throughput
the original file sizes by half7 and then replay a part of the also compares favorably with the traditional alternative
trace with 75% percent re-use (a low re-use ratio compared of manually copying hot datasets into a disk-based
to our Industrial Partner’s trace). Our workload includes cluster-local HDFS system. Due to the huge speed
853 jobs processing 40 TB of data with a 10.1 TB footprint; disparity between NVMe and disk, it would take 60 to 80
8 TB of the data is repeatedly accessed while 2.1 TB of the disk spindles across this cluster to equal the throughput
data is accessed only once. We preserve the original arrival of the two dual-SSD cache servers.
order of the jobs and consider only read traffic to emulate
Another benefit is the reduction in inter-cluster traffic.
access to a shared read-mostly multi-institutional data lake. Figure 10 we see cumulative data transferred from the
We create a two layer D3N configuration using two cache back-end storage (sampled using pbench) for the 12 Gbit/s
servers with a total 5 TB capacity. We use the production experimental configuration. With the vanilla RGW, the
(non-adaptive) version of D3N, with a static cache of 50% Ceph link is nearly always saturated, with 23 Tb of
to each cache layer. Aggregate bandwidth to the back-end observed data transferred after the warmup phase, while
storage cluster was 80 Gbit/s (one 40 Gbit NIC per server); D3N transfers about 5 Tb, more than a 4× improvement
additional experiments were performed with an aggregate (e.g. allowing 4 times as many analysis jobs to share the
bandwidth of 12 Gbit/s, by throttling each cache server- storage backend or bottleneck links).
to-storage connection to 6 Gbit/s. Hadoop clients were
emulated by a custom tool, generating HTTP requests (with D. Performance of Dynamic Caching
In Section V-C, the cache space was allocated statically
a 512 MB block size) to mimic the S3 requests each mapper
would have initiated, allowing all mappers to be emulated across co-located L1 and L2 . To be able to evaluate the
from two 36-core nodes with 40 Gbit NICs. Since the trace performance of the D3N partitioning algorithm at larger
lacks client node information, requests were randomly as- scale, we run a series of trace-based simulations.
In our simulation, we assume a datacenter with 10 racks,
7 Prior work has shown this has little or no impact on performance [6].
each rack containing one D3N cache server and 20 client

(a) Trace runtime.
Fig. 10: Cumulative (sampled) Ceph transfers for Facebook
workload, D3N vs Vanilla , 12 Gb/s. For D3N the link is
saturated during the warm-up phase due to cache misses, but
demand is reduced during the measurement phase due to cache
hits; Vanilla takes 3× as long, saturating the link throughput.

(b) L1 capacity as access patterns
change.

Fig. 11: Dynamic cache allocation: (a) runtime, static / dynamic
/ L2 -only; (b) L1 capacity changes as access patterns change.

machines. The aggregate bandwidth between clients and
D3N servers is 50 GB/s (i.e. one 40 Gbit NIC per server)
and the bandwidth between L1 and L2 is 15 GB/s, and with
a rack-to-rack over-subscription of 3.3:1. Each client issues
(b) L2 capacity after network
concurrent 150 requests for 4MB objects. Both synthetic
(a) Trace runtime.
congestion.
traces and Facebook traces were used. The Facebook trace
does not contain mapper information needed to determine Fig. 12: Impact of dynamic cache allocation of D3N when a
network congestion occurs. (a) Runtime of static and dynamic
request locality; therefore we generated synthetic locality allocation. (b) L capacity with changing network congestion.
2
information, assuming that a repeat access to a file
occurred on the same rack with p = 0.7, and from another
rack (chosen randomly) with p = 0.3. At simulation start, from 240th second until the 440th second, we congest
each cache was divided equally between L1 and L2 ; every the link that ties Rack-4 to other racks and the bandwidth
1.5 minutes the cache allocation was adjusted by up to drops from 15Gbits/s to 1Gbits/s. As a result, it becomes
5% of capacity in either direction. (Sensitivity to these costly for other cache-servers to fetch data from L2 of
parameters was tested, and any combination able to adapt Rack-4. Therefore, all racks increased the capacity of
by at least 2% every minute was found to give equivalent their L1 caches during the congested window.
Figure 12(b) shows the L2 capacity of Rack-1, Rack-2,
performance.) Each experiment has a warm-up phase
and
Rack-3 before, during and after the congestion. We
and run phase. In this section, we only report the results,
plot
only 3 racks to make the figure more readable. We
which are collected during the run phase.
note
that remaining 7 racks follow the same pattern.
Adaptability to different access patterns:
When
the congestion is over, the dynamic algorithm
To analyze D3N’s reaction to workload pattern changes
slowly
increases the capacity of L2 . As seen in the
over in time, we split the Facebook trace and assume that
figure,
D3N
adjusts the cache capacities as expected.
for the first 36 minutes of the trace all requests arrive from
Figure
12(a)
compares
the overall job completion time of
Rack-1 and after the 36 minute mark all requests arrive
the
workload
under
dynamic
and static allocation((50/50
from Rack-4, mimicking behavior when different parts
L
/L
)
mechanisms.
As
shown
in the figure, dynamic
1
2
of the datacenter have high workloads at different points
allocation
completes
14%
faster
than static allocation.
in time. In Figure 11(b) we see L1 capacity for Rack-1
Both
figures
indicate
that
D3N
quickly
reacts to network
and Rack-4; after the access pattern changes at the 36th
congestion
and
adjusts
cache
sizes
towards
ideal settings.
minute mark, Rack-4’s L1 capacity starts to increase while
Performance
under
different
locality
levels: In
Rack-1’s L1 capacity decreases, indicating rapid reaction
Figure
13
we
see
job
completion
time
for
dynamic
and
to workload pattern changes. Figure 11(a) compares the
static
(50/50
L
/L
)
allocation
for
the
Facebook
trace
1
2
overall runtime of the workload under dynamic and static
partitioning with a 50/50 L1 /L2 assignment, and when only benchmark with different locality levels, from 100% (files
a single layer distributed L2 cache is deployed. Runtime always accessed at the same L1 ) to 0%( access locations
for dynamic partitioning is improved by 19% over static are random). Dynamic allocation improves job completion
allocation and 36% over a single L2 cache, respectively. time for high-locality cases, e.g. by 42% and 26% for
Adaptability to network load changes: Next we localities of 100% and 80%, respectively.
evaluate D3N’s adaptability to changes in the network
VI. R ELATED W ORK
loads. We use synthetic trace, where all racks request the
same set of files and the size of the requested files are
A number of projects have explored caching (mostly
bigger than the total size of the cache service. Starting in-memory) for big-data analytics [4], [6], [26], [35],

to over-subscription or organic growth.
D3N shares many architectural similarities with
CDNs [2], [10], [25], [30]. For example, D3N anycastbased lookup service, which identifies the nearest cache
service is similar to Akamai’s DNS black-magic method for
routing users to the closest CDN clusters. Unlike CDNs that
are designed for WAN to minimize read only access latency,
D3N supports both read and write-caching and it’s multiFig. 13: Runtime comparison of static and dynamic cache layer architecture aims to improve data lake throughput
allocation for the Facebook trace under different locality levels. and mitigate network bottlenecks within datacenters.
Usage of shadow pages to estimate hit ratio statistics
[36], [50]. The most related approach to D3N, Alluxio, have been explored in other areas. For example Dynacache
aims to alleviate the cluster to data lake bottleneck by [14] and Cliffhanger [15] optimize memory usage in
implementing a distributed cache layer that can interface Web caches by estimating the hit ratio statistics and
with a variety of data lakes. A key difference in goals, that resizing the queues allocated for different sized objects in
impacts many elements of the architecture, is that Alluxio Memcached [24] and Redis [41]. Similarly, Memshare [16]
implements a separate caching layer rather than modifying offers efficient memory management for multi-tenant keythe data lake itself. This results, in Alluxio adopting a value stores by estimating application hit ratios to automaticentralized metadata server for locating cached blocks cally sharing the pooled and idle memory resources among
while D3N uses consistent hashing. More fundamentally, the tenants while providing performance isolation guaranAlluxio’s current caching policy on an object is controlled tees. D3N utilizes the shadow pages in a similar fashion
by the client accessing the object. For example, in its with these works albeit on a different problem. In addition
default policy Alluxio caches data local to the client and to utilizing shadow queues for collecting reuse distance
uses other caches randomly only if a requested file is histograms, D3N also observes network latencies to dynamlarger than the worker’s entire cache; this is more similar ically resize the dedicated space to different cache layers.
to D3N’s pure L1 schema rather than a distributed cache.
Some works focus on tiering data near clients rather
D3N borrows many ideas from the rich cooperating than caching [11], [39], [40]. We considered tiering as
caching research that ranges from CDNs [7], [22], opposed to caching for D3N, but found that it wasn’t a
[32], [49], to network file systems [17], [23], [43], and good design choice because moving frequently-changing
multiprocessors architectures [12], [19], [20]. D3N differs hot data between tiers would incur too much overhead.
from previous work in focusing on throughput and
network contention rather than on latency [17], [43] and
VII. C ONCLUSION
in introducing a dynamic cache management algorithm
to find the optimal cache size allocation for dynamic
We present D3N, a transparent caching extension to the
caching demands of local/global accesses. Similar to [17], (Ceph-based) storage system itself, providing acceleration
[32], and different from most other work, D3N manages to all existing clients. As a cooperative cache it scales
cache space purely based on local decisions with explicit naturally with the number of clients, and its cache allocation
cooperation and avoid a central coordinator.
policy adapts to network imbalances in real, imperfect data
Cache replacement policies such as Pacman [6] center networks. We show that by adding one additional
increases cache efficiency by guaranteeing that all data caching server to each rack, adding around 3% increase in
needed to start a new job is read into its caches at the costs to the typical new racks in our datacenter, a cluster
same time. Cliffhanger [15] adaptively sizes per-workload will automatically obtain SSD-like performance for hot data
cache sizes to increase hit rates in a manner similar to the sets while having the economics of inexpensive disk based
way D3N adapts per-layer cache sizes. D3N complements storage for cold data sets. With micro-benchmarks we show
these other caching solutions by focusing on a different that we can saturate the SSDs and NICs of our servers and
problem: network imbalances that limit bandwidth to obtain a 5x improvement in throughput from two SSDs
cached data. As such, D3N’s multi-layer caching approach versus 90 disk spindles. With a macro-benchmark based
could be use to improve the performance afforded by on Facebook traces we show that D3N can reduce the bithese existing caching systems.
sectional bandwidth demands by a factor of 4 and improve
Many in-network protocols address congestion or load throughput by a factor of 3; these results are highly conserimbalances within data centers by identifying congested vative in that we assume no locality in access and re-use
paths and routing packets or flows on different ones [3], is much lower than recent (not yet public) industry traces.
[21], [27]. In contrast, D3N addresses the case where all With simulation we show that D3N’s adaptive algorithm
paths to a specific location have limited bandwidth due can rapidly and automatically adjust to changes in workload

and network hotspots; resulting in substantial gains over existing static single layer caching technologies like Aluxio.
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